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This report presents and discusses the results of ground 
geophysical surveys conducted by TechTerrex Inc. on a large 
grid on the Wright property in McGarry Township in northern 
Ontario (see Fig. 1) on behalf of Sudbury Contact Mines Ltd.

These surveys form part of an on-going exploration effort 
by Sudbury Contact (designated the Wendigo Project) for 
diamonds, gold and base metal deposits in this and adjacent 
townships south of Kirkland Lake and Larder Lake, under the 
general management of W.A. Hubacheck Consultants Ltd.

2.0 Property, Location fir

The property covered by these surveys consists of eleven un- 
patented claim blocks (1180047-53, 11800 56-59 6 1187131) 
located mainly in south-central McGarry Township, east of 
Virginiatown. The property extends NE-SW along the south- 
east side of the Northeast Arm of Larder Lake, centered on 
Milky Creek. Claim block 1180059 straddles the southern 
boundary of McGarry Township with McFadden Township, while 
claim block 1187131 lies wholly within McFadden Township, 
as seen in Fig. 2.

These claims were staked by Brian Wright of Kirkland Lake, 
Ontario in 1992, and subsequently optioned to Sudbury 
Contact in 1993.

The property can be accessed from provincial Highway f566 
via the Raven Mountain forest access road southward for 
approximately two kilometers to the Raven Mountain ski area, 
and thence by a series of cross-country ski trails.

3 .O Baclc&x-ouxmd

Intensive exploration, primarily for gold, has been 
undertaken in McGarry Township since the discovery of gold 
in the Kirkland Lake and Larder Lake camps early in the 
present century. The Kerr-Addison mine, one of the largest
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gold mines in Canada (total production 11 million ounces), 
lies just outside Virginiatown.

However, prior exploration has concentrated on the western 
side of the lake, where Archean volcanics are exposed. 
Conversely, the eastern side of the lake has been subjected 
to rather limited exploration, due to the fact that this 
part of McGarry Township is underlain by Huronian sediments. 
The potential for base and precious metal exploration in 
these units has traditionally been regarded as low.

The Kerr-Addison gold deposit, which was discovered in 1912 
and mined to a depth of 1.5 kilometers, consists of a series 
of sulphide and quartz-carbonate gold zones hosted by 
sheared and altered Archean ultramafics and dacitic 
volcanics. Proximity to the Larder Lake Break is considered 
to have influenced or controlled ore deposition.

Although large-scale production ceased in 1989, several 
mining companies (inter alia, Deak Resources and Cyprus 
Canada) have carried out recent surface and underground 
exploration on the Kerr property seeking to discover and/or 
delineate additional lenses in this very large system. 
Currently, small-scale production (300 tons/day) is 
continuing.

Sudbury Contact initiated the Wendigo project in 1989, with 
an initial focus on base metal mineralization, and has 
carried out exploration programs in McGarry and adjacent 
townships since that time.

With the recognition of the diamondiferous kimberlites at 
Lac de Gras, additional exploration attention was directed 
at the kimberlite potential of this region, in light of the 
kimberlites discovered by Monopros and Lac at Diamond Lake 
to the north of Kirkland Lake.

The property and its immediate vicinity also have an obvious 
gold potential, in view of the nearby Kerr-Addison deposit 
and the gold values recorded in several deep DDHs which 
tested the underlying Archean volcanics, and low gold values 
reported in Huronian sediments.

As part of the Wendigo program, a substantial area was 
covered by a combined GEOTEM/aeromagnetic survey flown by 
Geoterrex in 1990 with E-W lines at a spacing of 200m. The 
author recently re-evaluated the results of this survey for 
Sudbury Contact.

The present property is one of a number of properties 
acquired based on the indicated AEM and/or aeromagnetic 
anomalies. The claims cover an unusual weak magnetic low
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centered over Hanson Lake in McFadden Township, plus an 
unusual AEM feature, detected as a broad and/or multiple 
strong anomaly on flight line 10160 in the northern part of 
the property. Approximately one kilometre west of the 
conductor, a deep magnetic source trends NE-SW; this is 
interpreted to reflect Archean basement concealed by an 
estimated 300m of largely non-magnetic Huronian sediments.

Of the modest prior exploration recorded on or near the 
present claim block, the earliest was by Highridge Mining 
Company Ltd and Wesley Gold Mines Ltd, who drilled 13 
surface DDHs totalling 10,352 feet on claims located north 
of the present property. Huronian sediments were found to 
vary in thickness from 210 to 670 feet. A significant gold 
intersection (0.18 oz/ton over 19 feet) was obtained in DDH 
8 in a carbonated chlorite schist unit in the underlying 
Archean volcanics.

Exploration by Larder D Island Mines and Great Larder Gold 
Mines Ltd in 1943 on claims immediately west of the present 
property consisted of prospecting, mapping, trenching and 
diamond drilling focussed on the Northeast Arm shear zone. 
Drilling encountered 200-500 feet of Huronian sediments. 
Low gold values (0.02 oz/t) were obtained in the underlying 
altered volcanics. In addition, DDH 2 reportedly inter 
sected low gold values in the Cobalt sediments (0.1 oz/t 
over 2.O feet).

In 1980-81 Placer Development held a large portion of the 
present claims. Placer completed prospecting, mapping, 
geochemistry, airborne geophysical surveys and drilled four 
holes totalling 3000 feet east of the present claims. The 
thickness of Cobalt sediments was found to vary between 670 
and 960 feet.

During the period 1985-1990 Mr. R.A. MacGregor held the 
property immediately northwest of the present claims,
completing several ground geophysical surveys. Sporadic 
surface sampling yielded only negligible gold values.

After staking the present claims, Mr. Wright completed 
magnetic surveys on a grid centered on claim 1187131 in 
McFadden Township consisting of 10 N-S lines at 100m 
spacing. The results imperfectly resolved a low-amplitude 
porkchop-shaped negative anomaly aligned with the grid and 
correlating with Hanson Lake.

Since optioning the property. Sudbury Contact has completed 
a geological and geophysical compilation of the project 
area.
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4-. O Survey Description

The ground geophysical program on the Wright property con 
sisted complete coverage on the pre-established grid with 
total field magnetics and VLF-EM, plus limited MaxMin HLEM 
surveys. Data acquisition was carried out during February 
and early March, 1994, by personnel of TechTerrex Inc. of 
Oakville, Ontario, under the direction of Mike Wilson, 
President, assisted by Brad Poulsen of New Liskeard, with 
input by the author in terms of survey design and 
supervision.

A.I Sux-ve y G arid

The surveys were carried out on a large grid established by 
Norman McBride Linecutting Services between January 24 and 
February 16, 1994 under the direction of Peter Hubacheck of 
W. A. Hubacheck Consultants on behalf of Sudbury Contact 
Mines.

As seen in Figure 3, the grid, which is restricted to the 
part of the property in McGarry Township, extends NE-SW and 
consists of 16 cross lines at 200m spacing which generally 
extend 500m west and 1000m east of the baseline; several 
lines were extended further west onto Larder Lake to provide 
better definition of the deep magnetic source. Including 
the baseline, a total of 30.4 km of grid was established.

4.2 Masnet.omet.ex- Se VT*F

The total field magnetometer and VLF-EM data were collected 
simultaneously using the digitally recording Scintrex/EDA 
Omni Plus instrument, with readings at 12.5m along all the 
grid lines (30.4 km).

The magnetic survey employed a digitally recording EDA base 
station magnetometer to monitor and record diurnal 
variations.

The VLF-EM survey recorded the in-phase (dip-angle) and 
quadrature components for the NSS (Annapolis) VLF trans 
mitter at 24.0 kHz on the cross lines, and NAA (Cutler) at 
21.4 kHz on the baseline. These are suitably aligned for 
N-S and E-W striking conductors, respectively.

Specifications for the Omni Plus instrument can be found in 
Appendix I.
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A. 3 MaxMin HLEM Survey

The limited horizontal loop EM survey on the Wright claims 
was performed with the MaxMin I instrument manufactured by 
Apex Parametrics of Uxbridge, Ontario. Measurements were 
taken at 25m intervals of the in-phase and quadrature com 
ponents at 444, 1760 and 7060 Hz, using a coil separation 
of 100m. All readings were recorded digitally for subse 
quent plotting, using an Apex MMC data logger. Where 
necessary, inclinometer readings were also taken to provide 
a first-order correction to in-phase readings for short 
cable effects. Only the three northern lines (00 to 400S) 
were surveyed with MaxMin, in an effort to define an 
indicated Geotem anomaly, for a total of 3.3 km of survey.

The complete specifications of the Apex MaxMin instrument 
can be found in Appendix I.

S. O Data. Px-ocess ins fir Presentation

The various geophysical data collected on the Wright grid 
are displayed at a scale of 1:5000, together with claim 
locations and key topographic features (Maps WRI-1 thru 7).

The total field magnetic data, after removal of diurnal 
variations, are presented both as profiles with posted 
values and in contour form (Maps WRI-1 and 2). The 
interpreted magnetic sources, differentiated in terms of 
susceptibility, are outlined on these maps, along with the 
VLF and MaxMin conductors.

The VLF-EM readings are presented as profiles of in-phase 
and quadrature values at a profile scale of l cm = 10% (Map 
WRI-3), which portrays both the NSS data for NE-SW cross 
lines and the NAA data for the NW-SE baseline. In addition, 
a Fraser filter version of the NSS in-phase readings has 
been calculated and plotted separately (Map WRI-4). The 
interpreted VLF conductors are indicated on each of these 
maps.

The MaxMin data are presented as in-phase and quadrature 
profiles for each frequency, at a profile scale of l cm = 
10% (Maps WRI-5, 6 and 7). The interpreted HLEM conductors 
are shown on each map, differentiated as to bedrock and 
overburden sources.
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fe. O Survey Results 

fe.l Magnetic Results

On the Wright grid, the total field magnetic survey data is 
dominated by a persistent, moderately strong, linear 
magnetic anomaly which extends NE-SW across the entire grid 
from line 3000S to line 00 near 1200W {Map WRI-1). The 
aeromagnetic data indicates that this feature continues at 
least a kilometre further to the NW and SE beyond the 
present survey limits, yielding an overall length of greater 
than 5 kilometers. Modelling of the incomplete data on line 
1400S yields a depth of 570m and a susceptibility of 10,900 
micro-cgs units (see Table I), slightly greater than the 
385m depth obtained in modelling the aeromagnetic data.

This large, deep source defined by the ground magnetic data 
is readily attributed to a block of Archean mafic volcanics, 
possibly including ultramafic flows and sills, now concealed 
under non-magnetic Huronian sediments. This block was down- 
dropped along a NNE-striking normal fault extending thru the 
Northeast Arm of Larder Lake. Substantial confirmation of 
this interpretatation is provided by several holes drilled 
through the overlying Huronian, including a hole drilled SW 
of the present claims, which intersected Archean volcanics 
at 300m depth. Other drilling to the north and northwest 
has encountered variable but generally lesser thicknesses 
of Huronian.

The ground magnetic data also outline a series of weak, 
shallow, linear sources, which collectively can be traced 
NE-SW across much of the grid near the baseline. They 
likely reflect narrow horizons containing very minor 
magnetite (or pyrrhotite) in the largely non-magnetic 
Huronian sediments; alternatively, a series of very narrow 
post-Huronian dikes or sills, with trace magnetite content, 
could be the source.

The magnetic survey by Mr. Wright on the southernmost claim 
lies outside the present survey coverage. A repeat survey 
on an extension of the present grid to the south is recom 
mended if the weak magnetic low is judged of interest.

e.2 VLF EM Results

The VLF-EM results on the Wright grid were recorded 
primarily with NAA (Cutler) on the NW-SE cross lines; this 
transmitter is poorly coupled to NE-striking conductors, so 
that the character of the observed anomalies is somewhat 
distorted.
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. 0 Svir-vey Result 

.1 Magnetic Re

On the Wright grid, the total field magnetic survey data is 
dominated by a persistent, moderately strong, linear 
magnetic anomaly which extends NE-SW across the entire grid 
from line 3000S to line 00 near 1200W (Map NRI-1)., The 
aeromagnetic data indicates that this feature continues at 
least a kilometre further to the NW and SE beyond the 
present survey limits, yielding an overall length of greater 
than 5 kilometers. Modelling of the incomplete data on line 
1400S yields a depth of 570m and a susceptibility of 10,900 
micro-cgs units (see Table I), slightly greater than the 
385m depth obtained in modelling the aeromagnetic data.

This large, deep source defined by the ground magnetic data 
is readily attributed to a block of Archean volcanics, now 
concealed under Huronian sediments, which was down-dropped 
along a NNE-striking normal fault extending thru the 
Northeast Arm of Larder Lake. Substantial confirmation of 
this interpretatation is provided by several holes drilled 
through the overlying non-magnetic Huronian sediments, 
including a hole drilled SW of the present claims, which 
intersected Archean volcanics at 300m depth. Other drilling 
to the north and northwest has encountered variable but 
generally lesser thicknesses of Huronian.

The ground magnetic data also outline a series of weak, 
shallow, linear sources, which collectively can be traced 
NE-SW across much of the grid near the baseline. They 
likely reflect narrow horizons containing very minor 
magnetite (or pyrrhotite) in the largely non-magnetic 
Huronian sediments; alternatively, a series of very narrow 
post-Huronian dikes or sills, with trace magnetite content, 
could be the source.

The magnetic survey by Mr. Wright on the southernmost claim 
lies outside the present survey coverage. A repeat survey 
on an extension of the present grid to the south is recom 
mended if the weak negative is judged of interest.

6.2 VTL.F EM Results

The VLF-EM results on the Wright grid were recorded 
primarily with NAA (Cutler) on the NW-SE cross lines; this 
transmitter is suboptimally aligned with NE-SW-striking 
conductors, so that the character of the observed anomalies 
is somewhat distorted.
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The VLF data outline a number of moderate to strong, 
shallow, persistent conductors, as seen in Maps WRI-3 and 
4. The fourteen principal conductive zones are designated 
A-N; they strike NE-SW, in conformity with the trend of the 
shallow linear magnetic anomalies and the local topographic 
features on the property.

Zone A consists of strong, well-defined VLF anomalies which 
can be traced from line 1600S near 1000W to line 600S near 
750W, with a strong likelihood that it continues further to 
the NE and SW beyond the present survey coverage. Zone A 
lies close to the interpreted eastern margin of the deep 
magnetic source; however, the shallow depth of the conductor 
precludes any relation to the underlying magnetic anomaly.

Zone B is a twin VLF conductor which is defined on lines 00 
thru 600S near 300W. The conductor displays a close 
correlation with part of one of the shallow, narrow magnetic 
sources. However, it also exhibits a close correspondence 
with a swamp and local pond, so that overburden is suspected 
as the primary cause of the conductor, although likely 
influenced by an underlying bedrock horizon or structure.

Zone C is a moderate to strong VLF conductor detected in the 
SW corner of the grid on lines 2400S thru 2800S near 750W. 
It exhibits no obvious topographic correlation and hence 
could be a weakly conductive shear zone or non-magnetic 
stratigraphic horizon.

Zone D is a rooderate-to-strong, multiple VLF conductor 
detected on line 1600S thru 2200S near 450W. The conductor 
exhibits a close correlation with one of the ensemble of 
narrow, shallow magnetic features, but it also coincides 
with a linear swamp, indicating a primary overburden source 
probably influenced by an underlying bedrock feature.

Zone E, located to the south of and en echelon from zone D, 
is indicated on lines 2200S to 3000S near 400W by 
predominantly moderate VLF anomalies. Like zone D (and zone 
B), it correlates closely with part of a shallow, narrow 
linear magnetic source, suggesting a similar weak shear zone 
or stratigraphic horizon.

Zone F is a strong, persistent VLF conductor defined from 
line 600S to 2200S. Over most of its length, zone F is very 
close to the baseline, following the course of Milky Creek, 
pointing to a probable overburden source; however, it also 
coincides with a narrow, weak, linear magnetic horizon, 
suggesting underlying bedrock influence or control.

Zone G is a moderate-to-strong, persistent VLF conductor 
detected on lines 600S to 2600S near 40E. The conductor is
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associated with a portion of the same narrow magnetic hori 
zon which correlates with zone F, indicating a similar geo 
logic origin, although they appear to be geophysically 
distinct. Zone G', a probable weak continuation to the 
north, is indicated on lines 1400S and 1600S near 175E.

Zone H, located south and west of zone G, is defined by 
strong VLF anomalies on lines 2600S to 3000S near 100W. The 
conductor lies generally west of the ensemble of narrow 
magnetic features, with no obvious topographic correlation, 
suggesting a weakly conductive shear zone or carbonaceous 
horizon in the Huronian sediments.

Zone J is a strong VLF conductor detected on lines 00 and 
200S near 175E; it likely extends further to the NE beyond 
the present survey limits. Zone J is closely correlated 
with a continuation of Milky Creek; hence an overburden 
source is inferred. However, the conductor parallels one 
of the narrow, weak magnetic horizons, so that underlying 
bedrock control is suspected.

Zone K, which parallels zone J to the south and east, is a 
persistent VLF conductor indicated by generally strong 
anomalies to extend from line 400S to 1200S near 300E. It 
is consistently coincident with a similarly persistent, 
weak, linear magnetic feature, suggesting a narrow 
pyrrhotite-rich horizon as the probable source.

Zone L is a persistent, partly double VLF conductor which 
extends from line 1600N near 400E to 3000S near 200E. 
Strong anomalies characterize the northern part of the zone, 
while the southern part consists of weak, poorly defined 
responses. The zone may continue further to the SW beyond 
the present survey limits. No part of zone L displays any 
consistent magnetic association, so that a variably 
carbonaceous horizon is a plausible source.

Zone M, located approximately 100m east of zone L, consists 
of weak to moderate VLF anomalies detected on lines 2200S 
thru 2600S near 350E. Like zone L, it is non-magnetic and 
hence could be a shear zone or narrow carbonaceous horizon.

Zone N is an interesting isolated conductor characterized 
by well-defined, definite VLF anomalies detected on lines 
1400S and 1600S near 750E. There is no correlating 
topographic feature, although its location is approximately 
150m west of a prominent cliff. The conductor is non 
magnetic, implying a discrete pyritic or graphitic lens is 
a plausible source for this discrete zone. Further to the 
south, a separate VLF anomaly on line 2000S may be part of 
this overall system.
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In addition to the above zones, the VLF survey detected a 
several strong, isolated responses which are separate from 
any of the preceding conductors (e.g., at 600S near 750E 
above a prominent cliff, and on line 3000S near 700E in 
apparent correlation with a branch of Milky Creek).

6.3 MaxMdLn HL.EM Results

The results of the limited MaxMin HLEM survey on the Wright 
grid, measured at three frequencies with a 100m coil 
separation, display high data quality, with only a few 
erratic in-phase readings and small residual in-phase 
effects due to uncorrected second-order coil misalignment 
arising from the topography.

The results disclosed a number of weakly to very weakly 
conductive features characterized by predominantly 
quadrature anomalies at the intermediate frequency, as seen 
in Map WRI-6. Four partially delineated conductive zones, 
designated zones B, F', J and K in conformity with the 
corresponding VLF zones, are recognized. Zones B and J are 
reasonably resolved, while zone F* is muted by the surround 
ing stronger HLEM anomalies, and zone K is a weak subsidi 
ary response.

The four conductors strike NE-SW like their corresponding 
VLF zones. All exhibit very low conductance and are fairly 
shallow. They also exhibit a close correlation with local 
swamps and watercourses, pointing to overburden as a sig 
nificant component. However, the individual anomalies also 
display reasonable character and a measure of correlation 
with narrow, shallow magnetic horizons, pointing to under 
lying bedrock control, in the same manner as was advanced 
in the preceding discussion of the VLF conductors. Hence 
the HLEM zones are designated as of possible bedrock origin.

At the low frequency (444 Hz), the main MaxMin conductors 
are barely recognizable as very weak quadrature anomalies.

At the high frequency (7060 Hz), the anomalous responses are 
much more pronounced, with a significant in-phase component. 
Zones B, F 1 and J are again discernible (albeit in a more 
distorted background); in addition zone K immediately east 
of zone J is now better resolved.

It is difficult to correlate the MaxMin results with the 
strong Geotero response recorded over this sector; however, 
it is probable that the unusual Geotem response reflects 
the combined effect of the ensemble of the three closely 
spaced, shallow conductors.
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7. O Conclusions fir Re commend a. ti ions

The combined magnetometer, VLF-EM and limited MaxMin HLEM 
surveys on the Wright property in McGarry Township have 
partially delineated the aeromagnetic and AEM features which 
occasioned acquisition of these claims SE of Virginiatown.

The magnetic survey defined part of a large, deep, NE- 
trending linear anomaly, readily attributed to a down- 
dropped block of Archean volcanics under 300-400m of gently 
dipping Huronian sediments. A series of weak, shallow, NE- 
striking, linear magnetic anomalies likely reflect narrow 
horizons with minor pyrrhotite within the Huronian.

The VLF-EM surveys outlined 13 shallow conductive zones 
mainly striking NE-SW congruent with the shallow magnetic 
sources; the partial MaxMin coverage at the northern end of 
the grid has confirmed the shallow, multiple, poorly 
conductive character of four of these zones. Narrow 
pyrrhotite horizons in the Huronian likely account for 
conductors with magnetic coincidence, with overburden 
contributing to many of the observed responses.

The potential of the shallow VLF conductors for polymetallic 
VMS mineralization is judged to be small; however, they may 
merit further investigation for stratigraphically or 
structurally controlled gold-sulphide mineralization, or for 
vein mineralization influenced or controlled by Nipissing 
diabase dikes. From this perspective, prospecting and 
sampling of the more interesting VLF zones A, B and N is 
recommended.

Depending on the results of further sampling and any initial 
drill testing of the shallow magnetic and conductive fea 
tures in the Huronian, expansion of the present limited HLEM 
survey coverage may be warranted; in addition, the weak 
magnetic low centered over Hanson Lake in adjacent McFadden 
Twp disclosed in a prior survey merits improved delineation.

The down-faulted block of Archean volcanics harbors a 
significant potential for gold and base metal deposits: 
surface and DH time-domain EM would be a key element in any 
deep exploration of this block; IP surveys may be advisable 
if disseminated gold-sulphide deposits accompanied by large- 
scale alteration such as are present at the Kerr-Addison 
deposit are viewed as the primary target.

Respectfully submitted,
( 
Ferry Roth, M.A.

Senior Consulting Geophysicist

9-7er /2ft
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TABLE I

t dma.ira.Gt

Grid: McGarry Twp

Loc: W of BL Deep, NE-striking linear;

5 km long; probably reflects 
down-faulted Archean volcanics 

under 300-400 of Cobalt seds; 

(see attached models)

 xm Twp

Loc: Giro 1187131 Unusual irregular, weak low

partially defined in prior 
ground survey on this claim
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58023.43
.0040799

m
m
m
m
deg
m
emu

deg
deg
m
m
nT
nT/m

Field Strength
Inclination
Declination

COORDINATES:
Sensor Height 
Strike Perp 
Line Direction 
Main Direction 
Main Offset 
Cross Direction 
Cross Offset

58000 nT
75 deg 

-11 deg

135m
135 deg
90 deg
90 deg
O m

Ceooott MACMOD 3 Q3/OO/23
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EDA Omni Geophysical System

Brief Description

When you require more flexible geo 
physical techniques in order to find 
the increasingly more elusive anoma 
lous targets. Scintrex offers you the 
EDA Omni System. This system 
enables you to design your own 
unique instrument whether it is for 
complete Magnetic surveys. VLF 
Electromagnetic surveys or a combi 
nation of these techniques.

At the heart of the Omni System is the 
Omni System Control Console which 
is common to all Omni System appli 
cations. This customized approach 
gives you the ability to select the fol 
lowing options for your instrument:

* Portable Field and Base Station 
Magnetometer

* True Simultaneous Gradiometer
* Portable Reid and Base Station VLF 

Electromagnetic Receiver
* Two Probe, VLF Resistivity
* Non-Orientation. VLF Resistivity

Applications

Since the Omni System capabilities 
are so versatile, the data collected and 
recorded by the instrument can be 
applied to a variety of earth sciences 
including:

- mineral exploration
- geological mapping
- groundwater exploration
- groundwater contamination
- civil engineering
- geotechnical studies
- archaeology



Matures

Omni System Features

Each Omni System incorporates the fol 
lowing features:

Flexibility of the Omni System

You can select your own options to cus 
tomize your unit to suit your specific geo 
physical needs.

Microprocessor Controlled

Grves you a choice of three fully protected 
data storage modes:

- spot recoil, for readings without grid co 
ordinates (random samples)

- multi-record, for multiple readings at one 
station

- auto-record, for automatic update of sta 
tion position

complete Data Protection

The internal lithium battery assures you of 
complete data protection for up to 5 
years.

Measures and Records in Memory

Measurement and recording in memory of 
the following magnetic field data for each 
reading:

- total field magnitude
- true gradient of the total field
- applied base station value
- statistical error
- signal strength
- decay rate

Measurement and recording in memory of 
the following VLF data for each field read 
ing:

- vertical in-phase
- vertical quadrature (out-of-phase)

- total dip angle
mary field direction 

apparent resistivity 
phase angle 
signal-to-noise ratio 
operator quality

The OMNI system configured as a MAGAOf 
smplifies geophysical surveys by combining 
Magnetic and VLF EM techniques

Records Survey Data

Records the following survey data for 
each magnetic and/or VLF reading:

- time of measurement and date
- grid co-ordinates
- direction of travel along grid lines
- natural and cultural features

Measures up to 3 VLF Transmitting Stations

The Omni System can measure up to 3 
VLF transmitting stations and provides 
more complete coverage of an anomaly 
regardless oi the orientation ot me trans 
mitter with respect to the survey grid or 
the anomaly itself.

Electronic Notebook

The internal Electronic Notebook enables 
you to record natural and cultural features 
that are unique to each grid location. This 
feature eliminates the need for a field 
notebook and provides additional informa 
tion that can assist in interpreting record 
ed data.

Automatic Correction Using The Omni 
System's Unique -Tie-Line" Technique

The Tie-Line* algorithm used exclusively 
by the Omni System allows for the self cor 
rection of atmospheric magnetic variations 
and variations in the primary field from the 
VLF transmitter's). The instrument is able 
to store looping' or "tie line' data in a sepa 
rate memory at the beginning of each sur 
vey and then subsequently stores total 
field readings in a second memory along 
with the field readings of the tie point(s). At 
the end of each survey day the Omni 
System will then merge these two memo 
ries to automatically correct the total field 
data for diurnal variations.

The Omni System in the Tie-Line" mode 
can:

- Store looping or tie line data. 3 ways:

1. Using one looping base point
2. Using one Tie-Line'comprising a 

number of tie points, or
3. Using multiple tie lines.

- Store up to 100 tie points in one survey 
area or divide these points into exten 
sions of survey areas as needed.

- Store tie points or tie lines for the dura 
tion of the survey.

- Calculate the drift between established 
tie points, to readily see variations in the 
Earth's magnetic field.



Omni System Benefits

OiUy One lostrme* Needed tor 
Magnetometer, eudiometer, VLF and 
VLF Resistivity Surveying

The Omni incorporates the capabilities of 
a "Tie-Line" magnetometer and simulta 
neous Gradiometer system with the ability 
to measure VLF magnetic and electric 
fields.

Only one complete Omni System is need 
ed to record all of the following geophysi 
cal parameters:

1. The total magnetic field
2. The simultaneous gradient of the total 

magnetic field.
3. The VLF magnetic field including:

- the vertical in-phase
- the vertical quadrature
- the total field strength
-the total dip

4. The VLF electric field, including:
- the phase angle
- apparent resistivity

A complete Omni System can. at each 
location, calculate and record in less than 
8 seconds, four VLF magnetic field 
parameters from three different transmit 
ters, a magnetic total field reading and a 
simultaneous magnetic gradient reading. 
In addition, it can also measure and 
record two VLF electric field parameters 
from three different transmitters.

Upgrade your IM at any Time

Since the Omni System is based on a 
modular design, you can upgrade your 
system at any time. This built-in flexibility 
atows you to purchase an Omni System 
with only the surveying equipment that 
you need for now but does not limit you to 
one application. When your surveying 
needs grow, so can your Omni System.

Saves yew Time

The Omni System with the unique 3-coi 
VLF Sensor does not require orientation 
of the VLF Sensor head toward the trans 
mitter station. This simplifies VLF field 
procedures and saves considerable sur 
vey time. The operator does not need to 
orient the sensor head toward the first 
selected transmitting station and then re 

orient towards the second or third trans 
mitting station.

The non-orientation technique is the first 
of its kind, and this provides the Omni 
System with many additional benefits. 
These benefits include:

- When you use the Omni System as 
both a magnetometer and VLF base 
station, you only need one instrument 
instead of threct. to record data auto 
matically from 3 VLF transmitting sta 
tions.

- When you use the Omni System with 
the Non-orientation VLF-Resistivity 
option, you can record automatically 
from 3 different stations the phase 
angle and apparent resistivity without 
having to re-orient any of the three 
electrodes. You can also use the 
Omni System with the conventional, 
two electrode method.

The Omni System quickly responds with a 
one-key operation. For example, if you 
must complete a magnetometer/gra- 
diometer and three frequency VLF survey 
using the Omni System, you automatically 
measure the magnetometer, simultane 
ous gradiometer and three VLF frequency 
data by pressing only one key. Using 
another combined system, up to 5 differ 
ent steps may be required. Such as. the 
operator would have to take one magnetic 
reading; then another sequential magnet 
ic readng to calculate the gradient; orient 
the VLF sensor to the first VLF transmitter 
and then take a rearing; orient the VLF 
sensor to the second transmitter, take a 
new reading and then repeat the same 
procedure for the third frequency. The 
Omni System one-key operation takes 
less than 8 seconds; a significantly short 
er time period than the 5 step operation of 
other combined systems.

Since the Omni System saves al of the 
field data hi memory and has many output
jinn rtKilllijtxi ft*A   BaMia^ ratinai Mf ii IL C^Ucapaomoes. me OMranaoon or me new 
notebook and also the trart 
that can occur saves you a i 
amount of tone.

cally by the Omni System eliminating 
hours of manual and tedious calculations. 
You can then directly transfer the correct 
ed data to a computer for further data pro 
cessing.

Higher Productivity System

Combined Magnetorneter/VLF systems 
are inherently faster than conventional 
methods whereby two different operators 
collected magnetometer and VLF data 
from separate instruments.

Because of its unique user-friendly design, 
the Omni System provides higher field 
productivity for the user. The increased 
productivity originates from its two-micro 
processor approach which significantly 
reduces calculation time and also from the 
non-orientation VLF technique.

Sensitive to Weak VLF Signals

The Omni System's ability to obtain 
repeatable readings from weak signals 
offers a number of benefits:

- tt extends the use of VLF on to coun 
tries where its use was previously 
marginal.

- tt enables you to increase the number 
of frequencies with which you can 
operate.

- It reduces your need for portable VLF 
transmitters

- K improves the quality of your read 
ings in rugged terrains, such as the 
deep vafleys of the North American 
Rockies.

The Omni System's digital signal process 
ing removes the modulation in the 
received signals. This technique helps 
stabfize too weak signals much greater 
than the conventional phase-locked loop 
method.

Abftty to receive weaker signals (20nAftn) 
and a background noise reduction algo 
rithm are among the reasons why the 
Omni System can obtain repeatable read 
ings horn signals which had previously 
been too weak to record.

Diurnal corrections, using the time saving 
"tie-line" method, can be done automati-



. ne Omni System as a Portable Field Magnetometer

OMNI MAG electronics console with total field 
magnetic sensor

Simplifies Fieldwoifc

The Omni makes surveys easier to con 
duct because:

- the electronic notepad eliminates the 
need to write down field data. The 
Omni simultaneously stores time, field 
measurements, grid co-ordinates 
when you press any one of the three 
record keys.

- you are able to dear the unwanted 
last reading.

- the Omni automatically calculates the 
difference between the current reading 
and previous one.

- you can remove the coarse magnetic 
field value or data from the field data 
to simplify plotting of the field results.

- the Omni automatically calculates 
diurnal corrections.

The flexibility of the Omni System offers 
the following choices:

- if you use the Omni as a field magne 
tometer or as a gradiometer, the total 
field data can be corrected using the 
unique Tie-Line" or looping" method.

- if you use one Omni as a base station. 
it win correct the total field magnetic 
data in:

* an Omni set-up as a field magne 
) tometer
- an Omni set-up as a gradtometer

Unpanlled Repeatability of Data

The Omni provides you with unparallelled 
data repeatability. This is a result of four 
leading edge design features that elimi 
nates the need for taking multiple read 
ings:

- Signal Processing Technique
- Constant Energy Polarization that 

maintains equal energy to the sensor
- Processing sensitivity to  0.02 gamma
- Automatic Rne Tuning which uses the 

previous reading as the base for the 
next

Saves YM Time

The error analysis feature is a great time 
saver as the calculation of the statistical 
error of each readmg lets you make an 
on-the-spot decision whether or not you 
should store the readmg.

The Omni System also saves you time- 
consuming steps as it can:

- automaticaBy assign a record number 
which you can also use to identify read 
ings measured off of the grid.

- take more than one reading at one 
point without updating the current sta 
tion number.

- accofdmg to the programmed station 
inter^ automatically update your sta 
tion position without having to program

each station coordinate. The Omni 
magnetometer also provides a decimal 
digit for intermediate station intervals of 
12.5 metres.

- rapidry recall readings either by record 
number or in sequence.

Tolerates Higher Gradients

The ability to tolerate local higher gradi 
ents of up to 6000 gammas per metre 
(field proven), is possible due to a sophis 
ticated signal processing method and to a 
miniature sensor design using a highly 
optimized sensor geometry.

A Variety rt Power Supply Options

You can choose from the following power 
supply options:

lagnetic rechargeable
lead-acid battery or belt 
heavy duty rechargeable battery 
afcaRne battery belt 
12V DC power source



The Omni System as a Base Station Magnetometer

The Omni Base Station Magnetometer 
effectively measures and stores in its 
memory the daily fluctuations of the 
Earth's magnetic field. The Omni can 
automatically correct total field data of 
other Omni units in just a few minutes.

Records Magnetic Field Activity

The magnetic field activity is recorded in 
the following format:

- time of measurement
- magnitude of total field
- difference from the reference field value
- difference from the previous reading
- sequential record number

Automatically Corrects Data

The Omni in the base station mode can 
automatically correct magnetic field data 
for both diurnal variations and reference 
field values. It can also correct total field 
data stored in:

- another Omni System used as a field 
magnetometer

- another Omni System used as a field 
gradiometer

This is ideal when you want to remove 
diurnal errors sufficiently to make use of 
the full 0.1 gamma resolution of the Omni 
System.

Automatic Drm Catenations

The Omni automatically calculates the dif 
ference between each reading and its 
programmed reference field. If at the end 
of the survey day you find that the refer 
ence field is incorrect, you can re-select a 
new one and the Omni System can 
instantly re-calculate the drift The drift 
calculation can be presented in either dig 
ital and/or profile plot format It can also 
be simultaneously output to a compatible 
printer so you can visually verify the activ 
ity of the field.

Calculates Differential Field Variations

The Omni i i the difference

degree of activity that is occurring such as 
a magnetic storm or active condftons.

Stores Approximately 55 Hours Of Continuous 
Unattended Monitoring

The Base Station mode enables you to 
store up to 20.000 sets of readings which 
is the equivalent to approximately 55 
hours of unattended monitoring at a 10 
second sampling interval. You can pro 
gram the cycling time at any interval 
between 5 seconds and 60 minutes in 1 
second increments.

Outputs and Stores Data At the Same Time

The Omni can simultaneously output data 
in digital or ASCII format to your choice of 
data collection units at the same time it 
stores the data in memory.

Synchronize Real Time Clocks

The Omni System real time clocks can be 
synchronized to the nearest second.

Magnetic l i Station Accessories Kit

Sensor Extension Cable - This 30 metre 
cable enables you to place the Omni in a 
sheltered environment such as a tent and 
position the magnetic sensor up to 30 
meters away. This capability aids in elimi 
nating possible cultural interference.

Rope Joiner - The rope joiner enables the 
sensor staff to be supported by ropes 
when it is being used as a base station 
sensor.

between the current rearing and the previ 
ous one to a resolution of 0.1 gamma. This 
features assists you in ascertaining the

Magnetic diurnal corrections an automabcaty made oy using an OMNI MAG as 

a base station magnetometer



The Omni System as a Portable VLF Unit

The Omni VLF unit allows you to do all of 
your surveying completely hands free and 
provides you with the ability to measure 
and record in a fully protected memory for 
each field reading the following informa 
tion:

- vertical in-phase
- vertical quadrature (out-of-phase)
- total field strength
- dip angle
- primary field direction
- apparent resistivity
- phase angle
-time
- grid co-ordinates
- direction of travel along grid lines
- natural and cultural features

The field data is compensated for 180 
degree difference in direction of travel up 
and down survey lines.

Requires No Orientation

The Omni does not require you to orient 
the VLF sensor head toward the VLF 
transmitter station. This simplifies field 
procedures as well as saves you consid 
erable survey time. When you measure 
three VLF transmitters, the benefits of this 
time-saving feature automatically triple. 
You do not have to orient yourself and the 
sensor head toward the first selected 
transmitting station and then re-orient 
towards the second or third transmitting 
station.

The ability to obtain data from as many as 
three VLF transmitting stations provides 
complete coverage of an anomaly regard 
less of the orientation of the survey grid or 
of the anomaly itself.

Saves YON Time

The Omni can measure up to three VLF 
frequencies (transmitter stations) simulta 
neously, in as little as 8 seconds, or one 
VLF frequency in only 3 seconds, 
depending on the transmitter strength.

The Omni automatically tunes to the pre 
programmed frequency(s) for each read 
ing. Display descriptors indicating signal- 
to-noise ratio provide you with an immedi 
ate indication of how usable a frequency

The unique 3 con design of the OMNI VLF afows reading of up to 3 separate frequencies with- 

out having to onent to each of the transmitting VLF stations

is. Using up to three frequencies opti 
mizes conductor coupling, even in the 
most complex geologic environments.

Receives Very Weak or Too Strong Signals

Being able to select a transmitter 
station(s) best suited for the survey target 
and orientation is not always possible with 
conventional VLF systems. The ideal sta- 
tion(s) may be too weak or overwhelmed

by the signal strength of a transmitter that 
is close in frequency proximity. 
Through digital signal processing, the 
Omni can receive signals as tow as 20 
nA/m from very weak stations, by remov 
ing the modulation in the received signal. 
Analog filtering of the Omni System offers 
an unparalleled 80 dB for a 600 Hz chan 
nel separation. In other words, the Omni 
can isolate and measure a 1000 times 
weaker signal from a distant station in lieu



. ne Omni System as a Portable VLF Unit

of the closer and subsequently more 
stronger station that is only 600 Hz apart 
in frequency- 

Reduced Atmospheric Noise

Atmospherics such as thunderstorm activ 
ity, as well as the resultant interaction 
between the sun's rays and the iono 
sphere can drastically alter the wave 
guide in which the VLF wave travels from 
the transmitter station.

Through signal enhancement, the Omni is 
able to suppress the effects of these 
atmospheric and ionospheric phenomena, 
which are more predominant in the sum 
mer months, in order to pick up the weak 
est of transmitter stations. For example. 
Omni Systems used in Southern Africa 
have demonstrated the unparalleled abili 
ty to pick up 7 transmitter stations.

vides More Complete. 3-Dimensional 
inscription of Survey Area

The Omni can measure the total tilt or dip 
of the polarization ellipse from the vertical 
axis. Unlike conventional systems, where 
only the tilt of the major axis of the polar 
ization ellipse is measured, the Omni is 
most sensitive to the horizontal compo 
nents perpendicular to the primary field 
which can detect anomalies off to the 
side. This provides a more complete, 
three dimensional description of the sur 
vey area that can lead to the detection of 
anomalies between grid lines. The Omni's 
tilt transducers compensate for both tilt 
and roll position of the VLF sensors.

Scan For The Most Usable StattM

The Omni enables you to automaticafty 
scan the entire VLF spectrum for the most 
usable stations between 15.0 kHz to 30.0 
kHz in increments of 100 Hz. This is 
most desirable if you do not know first 
hand what stations are readable or what 
stations ant availahto from ymir location 
Unpublished or unknown stations now

pme accessible. You can then deter- 
.....ie if a known station has changed fre 
quency simply by the direction of trans 
mission.
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By completing a VLF Spectrum the operator can determine which VLF stations are useabte in 
the survey area

Automatically Calculates the Fraser Filter

The Omni automatically calculates the 
Fraser Fitter from the dip angle data, 
regardless of the interval between the 
stations along the grid lines. You no 
longer have to manually perform this 
mathematical calculation thereby reduc 
ing the posstoiiity of human error. The 
Fraser Filler algorithm follows established 
conventions.

The Fraser filtered data is output using 
both the 4 point and 5 point filter method.

The latter method allows filtered data to 
be plotted easier, such as at the station 
interval instead of in-between stations.

Calculation of Ellipticity

As an option, the Omni can calculate the 
true ellipticity of the VLF magnetic field 
from the measurement of the in-phase 
and quadrature of aU three components. 
The ellipticity provides more interpretive 
information about the anomaly than the 
dip angle and is less influenced by over 
burden shielding.

OMNI VLF electronics console wrth the VLF backpack assembly utitiztng the unique 3 coil 
VLF sensor



Specifications

OMNI System Specifications

Operating Environment -40Cto*55C: 
Q-100% relative humidity; weatherproof

Power Supply Non-magnetic recharge 
able sealed lead-acid battery or belt: alka 
line battery belt; or 12V DC power source 
option for base station operation.

Battery Life 1.700 to 5.000 readings, for 
sealed lead acid power supply, depending 
upon ambient temperature and rate of 
readings.

Weights and Dimensions

Instrument Console
3.8 kg. 122 x 246 x 210 mm

VLF Sensor Head 
0.9kg, 140 dia. x 130 mm

VLF Electronics Module
1.7 kg. 280 x 190 x 75 mm

Standard Rechargeable Battery 
1.8kg. 138 x 95 x 75 mm

Standard Rechargeable Battery Belt
1.8 kg. 540 x 100 x 40 mm

Heavy Duty Rechargeable Battery 
2.0kg. 138 x 115 x 75 mm

Alkaline Battery Belt 
1.2kg. 540 x 100 x 40 mm

Magnetometer Sensor
\2 kg. 56mm dia. x 200mm

Gradient Sensor
(0.5m separation - standard)
2.1 kg. 56mm dia x 790mm

Gradient Sensor
(1.0m separation - optional)
22. kg. 56mm dia. x 1300mm

Display
Custom designed, rugged liquid crystal 
deptay with an operating temperature 
range from -40C to +55C. The display 
contains six numeric digits, decimal point, 
battery status monitor, signal decay rate 
and signal amplitude monitor and function 
descriptors.

Magnetometer Component 
Specifications

Dynamic Range 18.000 to 110.000 gam 
mas. Roll-over display feature suppresses 
first significant digit upon exceeding 
100.000 gammas.

Tuning Method Tuning value is calculat 
ed accurately using a specially developed 
tuning algorithm.

Automatic Fine Tuning  15*X. relative to 
ambient field strength of last stored value

Display Resolution 0.1 gamma

Statistical Error Resolution
0.01 gamma

Absolute Accuracy   1 gamma at 
50.000 gammas at 23C *  2 gamma over 
total temperature range

Memory Capacity

Standard Memory Capacity 1300 data 
blocks (48K) or 5200 data blocks (128K)

Total Field or Gradient 100 data blocks

Base Station 4000 data blocks (48K) or 
16.000 data blocks (128K)

RS-232C Serial I/O Interface Variable 
baud rate from 300 to 9600 baud. 8 data 
bits. 2 stop bits, no parity

Gradient Tolerance 6.000 gammas per
metre (field proven)

Test Mode A. Diagnostic testing (data 
and programmable memory) 
B. Self Test (hardware)

Sensor Opbmized rraniature design. 
Magnetic cleanliness is consistent with 
the specified absolute accuracy.

Gradient Sensors 0.5 metre sensor sep 
aration (standard) normaized to gam 
mas/metre. Optional 1.0 metre sensor 
separation available.

Sensor Cable Remains flexMe in tem 
perature range specified   Jixkng slian 
relief connector

Cycling Time (Base Station) 
Programmable from 5 seconds up to 60 
minutes in 1 second increments.

VLF Component Specifications

Frequency Tuning Range 15 to 30 kHz 
in 100 Hz increments with bandwidth of 
150 Hz; tuning range accommodates new 
Puerto Rico station at 28.5 kHz.

Transmitting Stations Up to 3 stations 
can be automatically measured at any 
given grid location within frequency tuning 
range.

Recorded VLF Magnetic Parameters
Vertical in-phase. vertical quadrature (out- 
of-phase). total field strength (or optional 
horizontal amplitude), dip angle

Channel Separation 80 dB at 600 Hz 
frequency separation

Standard Memory Capacity 1300 com 
bined VLF magnetic and VLF electric 
measurements as wed as gradiometer 
and magnetometer readings

222 Snktercroft Road
Concord.Ontano.Canada
L4K1B5

Telephone: (416) 669-2280 
Telex: 06-964570 
Telefax: (416)669-6403 

(416)669-5132

OUM/2



MAXMIN I
EM

The MaxMin I ground EM System is designed for mineral and water explora 
tion and for geoengineering applications. It is an expansion of the highly popular 
MaxMin H and m EM System concepts. The frequency range is extended to 
seven octaves from four. The ranges and numbers of coil separations are 
increased and new operating modes are added. The receiver can also be used 
independently for measurements with powerline sources. The advanced spheric 
and powerline noise rejection is further improved, resulting in faster and more 
accurate surveys, particularly at larger coil separations. Several receivers may 
be operated along a single reference cable.

Mating plug in data acquisition'computer and cassette unit are available for 
use with the MaxMin I for automatic digital data acquisition and processing. 
These units are covered in separate data sheet.



MAXfrl.iti I SPECIFICATIONS:

Frequencies:

Vlccies:

Coil 
separations:

Parameters 
measured:

Readouts:

Ranges of 
readouts:

Readability:

Repeatability:

110. 220. 44). 880. 1760. 3520. 
7040 and 1*090 Hz. pfcR 50/60 Hz 
powerfne frequency (receiver only].

MAX 1: Horizontal loop mode (Transmit 
ter and recewer col planes horizontal 
and coplanar].

MAX 2: Verccal coplanar loop mode 
[Transmitter and receiver cai planes 
vertical and codanar).

MAX 3: Vertical coaxial loop mode 
(Transmitter and receiver coil planes 
venxal and ccaxial].

MIN 1: Perpendicular loop mode 1 
[Transmitter rod plane horizontal and 
receiver coil pane vertical].

MIN 2: Perpendicular loop mode 2 
[Transmitter coil plane vertical and 
receiver col pane horizontal].

12.5. 25. 50. 75. 100. 125. 150. 
200.250.300.6 400 metres (stand 
ard).

10. 20. 40. SO. 80. 1OO. 120. 160. 
200.240 S 220 metres [selected with 
grid switch nsde of receiver).

50. 100. 200. 300.400. 500. 600. 
800. 1000. 1200 ^ 1600 feet 
[selected wen grid switch inside of 

l

In-Phase and quadrature c fits of
the secondary magnetic field, in % of 
primary [transmtted] field.

Reid ampftuce and/or tit of 5O/60 Hz 
powerfne fiekr

Analog direct readouts on edgewise 
panel meters for in-phase. quadrature 
and tit. and for 5O/60HZ ampitude. 
[Additional Digital LED readouts when 
using the BAG. for whehnuafuuny and 
controls are provided for plug-in].

Analog in-phase and ojuadrature scales: 
0 4%. Oi20%. 0 10O%. switch 
activated. Analog tk scale: 0 75% 
grade. [Digital in-phase and quad. 
O  1O2.4* J.

Analog in-phase and quadrature Q.06% 
to Q.5%. anatag tit 116 grade. (Digital 
in-phase and quadrature 0.1 *L

Signal 
filtermo:

Warning 
lights:

Survev dscth:

dipole 
moments:

Reference cnble:

Intercom:

Receiver
power
supply:

Transmitter
power
supply:

Transmitter
battery
charger:

Operating temp: 

Receiver weight:

Transmitter 
weight:

Shipping 
weight:

Standard 
spares:

Powerkne comb liter, continuous 
spheres noise cipong. autosdiu&Urtu 
time constant and other fleering.

Receiver SKjnal and reference wamng 
ights to nfcate potential errors.

From surface down to 1.5 times coi 
separation used.

110Hz:220Atnr- 
220Hz:215Atm' 
440rte210Atm' 
880Hz:200AtmJ

1760HEl60Atm*
3520 HE BOAtm*
7040 HE 40 Aon1

14080 HE 20Atm*

Light weight unshielded 4/2 conductor
teflon cable for maximum temperature 
range and for mrimum fnction. Please 
specify cable luiylli

Voice ink provided for

 0.05)6 to  ^ normal* depending 
on frequency, col separation S conoV 
tjons.

UJMMII

operators via the reference cable.

Four standard 9V batteries [O.SAh. 
akafne]. Life 30 hrs continuous duty, 
less in cold weather. Rechargeable bat 
tery and charger option avaiable.

Rechargeable sealed gel type lead acid 
12V-13Ah batteries (AyS^G^kAh) n 
canvas bet. Optional 12\A8Ahlght duty 
belt pack avaiable.

For 110-120/220-240VAC. 50/6O/ 
400 Hz and 12-15VDC supply opera 
tion, automatic float charge mode, 
three charge status indicator lights. 
Output 14.4V-1.25A nom.

-4Oto *6Odeg.C.

8 kg. including the two integral ferrite 
cored antennas [9 kg with data acq. 
camp.)

16 kg with standard 12V-13Ah battery
pack.
14 kg with Ight duty 12V8Ah pack.

59 kg plus weight of reference cables at 
2.5 kg per 100 metres phis other 
optional items if any.

One spare transmitter battery pack, 
one spare transmitter battery charger, 
two spare transmitter reu'cctite con 
necting cords, one spare set receiver 
batteries.

Sptiufcauonb subject to change wthout notification.

APEX PARAMETBiCS LIMITED P.Q Box 818. Uxbridge 
Ontario. Canada LOG 1KO

Telephones: 416-64O-6102 
416-852-5875

Cables: APEXPARA TORONTO Tetex: 06-966625 APEXPARA UXB



t Ministry of 
Northern Deve*opmen 
and 

^Ontario '

Report of Work Conduct 
After Recording Claim

Mining Act
Penonsi information collected on this form is obtained under the authority of the Mining Act. This information wifl be used for correspondence. Questions about 

collection should be directed tt the Provincial Manager, Mining Lands. Ministry of Northern Development and Mines, Fourth Floor, 159 Cedar SUeet 
iry. Ontario. P3E 6A5, telephone (705) 670-7264.

Instructions: * Please type or print and submit in duplicate. 
r - Refer to the Mining Act and Regulations for rf

Recorder.
S - A separate copy of this form must be complet

- Technical reports and maps must accompany 
cocite J - A sketch, showing the claims the work is assi 

WRIGHT, P.O. BOX 691, KIRKLAND

2.155 63

ecorded
AGEtfT - SUDBURY CONTACT MINES LTD.

Addresa
401 BAY ST., SUITE 2302, TORONTO, ONT. M5H 2Y4

UU.IU
32DO4NE0131 2 15563 MCGARRY

Mining Division
LARDER LAKE

townehip/A/ee 
MCGARRY/MCFADDEN

.
416-947-1212

MorGPfan~Na 
G-3678/G-3215

0*es
Fwn: JANUARY 24, 1994 To: MAY 2, 1994

Work Performed (Check One Work Group Only)
WorkGroup

s~

fr
L

Qeotechmcal Survey

Physical Work, 
Indudlng Drilling

Rehabintctton

Othaf Authodzad 
'Mxfc

Assays

Assignment from 
Reserve

Typ*

GROUND GEOPHYSICS SURVEY REPORT

RpnEIVED
ni-1% T -r 1f rt 15tP -' i I---J4

MlNtNC LANDS BRANCH

•kv^^i^

*^^^Bv

Assessment Work Claimed on the Attached Statement of Costs
t: The Minister may reject for aasawtwt work credit al or part of the assessment work submitted if the recorded 

holder cannot verify expendituree claimed In the statement of oocts wKhto 30 day* of a request for vertflcation.

Persona and Survey Company Who Performed the Work (Gto Name and Address of Author of Report)
Name

TECHTERREX INC.

STRATAGEX LTD.

 *

*

A4dre*e j
MICHAEL WILSON 199 SHERATON COURT, OAKVILLE, ONT

JERRY ROTH 47 COLBORNE ST., STE. 304, TORONTO, Old

^attach a schedule H necaesary)

CartmcatJon of Banafteial Intartat * Saa Note No. 1 on ravaraa sk*e
l certify that at the time the work was performed, the ctajma
^^K^K^^^A ^^^A^^^ ^^h^^^^k^^^^b^ ^^ esh.^ j^ ̂ A^^~^^A ak^^^^a^hi^^^ ^h^h^^h^h ^^m a^^^^^arapon ware raooroea in ma cumn nooar s neme or new 
by the currant recorded

AOG. 24/94
Rioordad HoUar or Agart

Certification of Work Report
l certify the! l have a
its completion and annexed

knowisdgt of tht factual locth in thto Work report, having partormad tha work or witn^taad tarns during andter aflaf 
ia true.

and Addraaa oT Paraon Cartifytng 
PETER C. HUBACHECK, W.A. HUBACHECK CONSULTANTS LTD., 141 ADELAIDE ST. WEST

STE. 1401, TORONTO, ONT. M5H JL5

416-364-2895 AUGUST 24,

for Office Use Only
Total VahM Gr CEIVED

f C/' ~^/

ERLAKE 
MINING DIVISION

SEP 6 J994
Data \ifcca 'of Amendments 5
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Ontario

Ministry o!
 Northern Development 
and Minet

Minister* du 
Oevetoppement du Nord 
at dot mine*

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit

Etat des coOts aux fins 
du credit devaluation

Mining Act/Lol sur lea mines 2.155 63
PertonaJ information collected on thit tom it obtained under the authority 
of the Muting Act Thit information wM be ueed to maintain a record and 

i of the mining daim(s). Questions about thit coOectton should
be dkected to the Provincial Manager. MWngs Lands. Mniatry of Northern 
Development and Minet. 4th Floor. ISO Cedar Street Sudbury. Ontario 
WE 6AS. telephone (705) 670-7264.

Let renteignenientt pereonntlt contenut dent la pnftente tormule tont 
recueBs en vertu de la Lol tur tot atinee ei tervbont a tonir a Jour un regMre 
det concestiont minitree. Adretter touto quteNon aur la coatee de cet 
rentelgnementt au chef provincial dta terrains mHers. mMttere du 
Devetoppement du Nord et det Mktot, 159. me Cedar. 4* Mage. Sudbury 
(Ontario) P3E 6A5. telephone (705) 670-7264.

Dlr6ct Costs/CoOts directs

Type

ContraetM'a

at da

MakHfoeuvre
Retd Supervision 
Supervision sur to terrain

GBOPHTSIC8 SU VET

GBOPHYSXC8 BE OUT

•VP*

Amount

400

PX^O94

Total Direct 
Total da* coott)

Totato 
Total global

400

114538

114939

2. Indirect Costs/Coots Indirect*
i work IndUect coats ar* not

Pour le dte travaux de rortabtXatton. tea 
ne tont pat admMbtst an tont qua l

MatK The recorded holder wal be required to verify expendtoret claimed In 
INt ttatement of coatt wNhta 30 days of a request for verification. N 
Vtwiflcflftlofi to Ml fnttta. ttw MMMBf nuy rafoct fof 1 
ei or part of the astetament worfc submitted.

Note: Le

effaL Si la v4fMcatfon n'tat pat 
ou une parfle det

paul rejeter tout

1. Wcrt filed wrftin two ywrs rt ccnipletfcxiis claimed at 10tWi ci 
tht) abov* Total Valut) of Assacament CrarJL

Remises pour dfpot

l. Les travaux dapotet dana tet deux 
rarnboureatAtOOHdtla

2, Work fitod three, four or five years after completion is claimed at 
50* of ma above Total Value of Assessment Cradtt. Saa 
calculations below:

ToM Valua of AssMsmsnt Credit AMM tCwmsd

x 0.50 -

2. Leatrtwauxo^tpotestroit,ojuatreoucinqansaprealeuracfieverrieM 
tont rembourtaa * SO * da la vtJaur totato du cnfdH d*eveJuatton 
suainantionna. Voh* laa

Vtlsurl sttonto
x 0.50 -

Cafttflcartlon Verifying Statement of Costs

mat the amounts shown are as accurate as possible and these costs 
ware incurred white conducting assessment work on the lands shown 
on the accompanying Report of Work form.

PETER C. HOBi
that

to make this

HoldaV. AQtm. PoMbon In CompaViy)
ARATION GEOLOGIWT

tification

Attestation da I'etst des eoOts

J'atteete par la pratenta :
Qua lea montants inolojuto sont le phM exact possible at (|ue ess 
defenses ont Ma engagaea pour effectuer las travaux devaluation 
sur las terrains Miquea dans la formula da rapport da travel cHoint

l am authorized Et qu'a titre de je auis autorise

faira cette attestation.

NoU : Dans cent formuto. toraqu'il dtsign* des psrsonn**. to iMscuiin *st utiHs* au isns nsutra.



Ontario
Approvals Offi.ce 

933 Ramsey Lake Road 
6th Floor 
Sudbury, Ontario 
P3E 6B5

Telephone: (705) 670-5853 
Fax: (705) 670-5863

Our File: 2.15563 
Transaction /:W9480.00429

November 8, 1994

Mining Recorder
Ministry of Northern Development
and Mines
4 Government Road East
Kirkland Lake, Ontario
P2N 1A2

Dear Mr. Spooner:

RE: APPROVAL OF ASSESSMENT WORK OM MINING CLAIMS 1180047 ET. XL. IN 
MCGARRY TOWNSHIP.

Ministry of Ministere du
Northern Development Developpement du Nord
and Mines et des Mines

The assessment credits for Linecutting and Geophysics section 14 of the 
Mining Act Regulations, as listed on the original Report of Work, have 
been approved as of November 7, 1994.

Please indicate this approval on the claim record sheets.

If you have any questions concerning this correspondence please contact 
Bruce Gates at (705) 670-5856.

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY:

Ron C. Gashinski
Senior Manager, Mining Lands Section 
Mining and Land Management Branch 
Mines and Minerals Division

BIG/ j l 
Enclosures:

cc: (^Assessment Files Office 
Sudbury, Ontario

Resident Geologist 
Kirkland Lake, Ontario
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Declination: 14' W.

ruAR^ r T A F

<l MCFADDEN TWF

INTERPRETATION:

MAGNETIC SOURCES

VLF CONDUCTOnS 

approx widlti

Q 
O

COm"INUITY

High susceptibility 

Medium susceptibility 

Low susceptibility

Strong, definite 

Medium, probable 

Weak, possible

Definite 

Probable

Possible

ZQNES^ A, etc 

FAULTS. {Irom Magnetics)

LEGEND

Scale: 1:5000

Profile Scale: 100 nT/cm.

Profile Base Level: 58,000 nT

SURVEY SPECIFICATIONS

Instruments: EDA Omni Plus Base Magnetometer 
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SURVEY SPECIFICATIONS

Instrument: Scintrex EDA Omni Plus Receiver

Transmitter Station: Cutler, Maine (NAA)

Frequency: 24.0 kHz.

Initialization Direction: Facing Southeast

NOTE: Base Line surveyed using Annapolis, Maryland (NSS)
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SURVEY SPECIFICATIONS

Instruments: Apex Parametrics MaxMin l EM System 
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Frequency: 440 Hz.
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Frequency: 7040 Hz.
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